
Amended July 2022 

Conduct of Members Competitions 

1. All Members Competitions will follow the German Shepherd Dog Council of Australia 
(GSDCA) Regulations in regards to the Conduct of Specialist Shows. 

a. In accordance, the only classes to be offered will be; 1, 1a, 2, 2a, 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 5, 5a, 
11 and 11a for both coat varieties. 

2. There shall be no run-offs apart from Best Dog and Best Bitch of each coat variety. 
3. The Hot Weather Policy for Members Competitions will follow that of DogsSA for the 

location of West Beach. 
4. To enter a dog in a Members Competition the entrant must be a financial member of either 

the German Shepherd Dog Club of South Australia Inc. (GSDC of SA), or a financial member 
of a GSDCA member club.  An approved form of entry must be fully completed, with the 
correct details of dog (including coat variety), owner/exhibitor and class entered. Otherwise, 
the entry will not be accepted. Only one dog shall be entered on each form. 

5. The GSDC of SA Ground Rules apply at Members Competitions. 
6. The only persons permitted to handle or double handle at any Members Competition other 

than child handlers entered in child handlers’ classes are: 
a. Financial members of the GSDC of SA 
b. Financial members of a GSDCA member club. 

7. If an exhibit is entered under the wrong sex or coat variety, but otherwise in the appropriate 
class, the exhibit shall be transferred to the correct class by the Show Secretary. 

8. If a mistake has been made by the GSDC of SA, the exhibit will be transferred to the correct 
class. 

9. If an exhibit is entered in an incorrect class for which it becomes ineligible it shall be 
transferred to the Open Class. 

10. The Committee of the GSDC of SA reserve the right to refuse or return any entry provided 
the decision to do so is made at a properly convened and constituted meeting and such 
decision is communicated to the exhibitor before the day of the show. 

11. No Handler shall deliberately crowd or allow their Exhibit to crowd another Handler/Exhibit 
whilst in the judging precinct. 

12. No Judge shall adjudicate upon or judge any dog within a period of Six (6) calendar months 
after; 

a. that Judge or any family Member of that Judge has owned or leased the dog 
concerned (either solely or in conjunction with any other person); 

b. that Judge has handled the dog concerned at any Conformation Show in a class; or 
c. that Judge has boarded the dog concerned either privately or in any boarding kennel 

in which that Judge has an interest or is employed.  
d.  

13. Rules 12 does not apply to run offs, such as Best Dog and Best Bitch. 
14.  No Member of a judge's family or household shall exhibit or handle a dog at any 

Conformation Exhibition at which the Judge officiates. 
15. Any Steward that has entered an exhibit must leave the ring prior to the start of the class 

their animal is in and will not be permitted back into the ring until that class is completed. 


